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ABSTRACT
APPLYING USER-CENTERED DESIGN TO M-LEARNING APPLICATION
FOR ATILIM UNIVERSITY LECTURES

Kartal, Kağan
M.S., Computer Engineering Department
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Korhan Levent Ertürk
January 2018, 72 pages

Today IT systems can be developed by creating an interaction between human and
computer but these systems are not examined enough about usability of the systems.
Usability is a term refers to user experience. It is explained by ease of use of a product.
A highly usable system provides some benefits for both users and businesses such as
efficiency and quality. Also this is related with User-Centered Design and Design-Based
Research.
User-Centered Design (UCD) is a design process, which focuses on users in
development lifecycle who will use the product. The focus area of UCD helps to get
exact requirements from users. To make successful UCD process, Design-Based
Research methodology is the best, which has a similar lifecycle in process.
System Usability Scale (SUS) is a measuring tool to get a scale about usability of a
system. It is mentioned as “quick and dirty” yet it is reliable. SUS provides an
evaluation of usability of a system by 10 statements and it gives a score over 100.
In this study, an M-Learning application was developed with high usability. UCD was
integrated with Design-Based Research methodology in development process and the
system was evaluated with SUS.
As the result of this study, UCD and Design-Based Research methodology was
integrated and applied successfully. The M-Learning application, which is developed in
v

this study, is evaluated by users with using SUS and the application got score 90,25
over 100.

Keywords: User-Centered Design, M-Learning, Usability
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ÖZET
ATILIM ÜNİVERSİTESİ DERSLERİ İÇİN MOBİL ÖĞRENME
UYGULAMASINDA KULLANICI MERKEZLİ TASARIM KULLANMA

Kartal, Kağan
Yüksek Lisans, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Korhan Levent Ertürk
Ocak 2018, 72 sayfa

Günümüzde insan ve bilgisayar etkileşimi arasındaki ilişki kurularak bu durumu
irdeleyen bilişim sistemleri geliştirilebilmektedir. Ancak bu sistemlerde kullanılabilirlik
henüz yeterince irdelenmemektedir.
Kullanılabilirlik terimi kullanıcı deneyimini tanımlar. Esas olarak bir ürünün
kullanımının kolaylığıyla açıklanır. Kullanılabilirliği yüksek olan sistemlerin hem
kullanıcıya hem de sistemin ait olduğu firmaya etkinlik ve kalite gibi bazı faydaları olup
Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarım ve Sistem Kullanılabilirlik Ölçütü ile yakın ilişkisi
bulunmaktadır.
Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarım ise ürünü kullanacak kullanıcılara odaklanan ve bunu
yaşam döngüsünde kullanan bir süreçtir. Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarım sürecinin gerçek
kullanıcıya odaklanması, kesin bir şekilde gereksinim toplamaya yardımcı olur.
Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarımın başarılı olabilmesi için kendisiyle yakın bir içeriğe sahip
olan Tasarım Tabanlı Araştırma metodu en uygun metottur.
Sistem Kullanılabilirlik Ölçütü, bir sistemin kullanılabilirliğini ölçen bir ölçüm aracıdır.
“Çabuk ve kirli” olarak tanımlansa da gayet güvenilirdir. Bu ölçüt 10 adet durumu
değerlendirerek 100 üzerinden puan verir.
Bu çalışmada kullanılabilirliği olan bir mobil öğrenme uygulaması geliştirilmiştir.
Geliştirme esnasında Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarım ve Tasarım Tabanlı Araştırma Metodu
birlikte irdelenmiş ve ayrıca ölçüm için Sistem Kullanılabilirlik Ölçütü kullanılmıştır.
vii

Çalışma sonucunda, Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarım ve Tasarım Tabanlı Araştırma Metodu
başarılı bir şekilde uygulanmıştır. Geliştirilen mobil öğrenme uygulaması, kullanıcılar
tarafından Sistem Kullanılabilirlik Ölçütü ile değerlendirilmiş ve 100 üzerinden 90,25
puan elde edilmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Kullanıcı Merkezli Tasarım, Mobil Öğrenme, Kullanılabilirlik
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

As every process in human life, learning process welcomes new ideas to make itself
better, easier and simpler. First revolutionary idea belongs to Caleb Phillips from
1700s [29]. He advertised in a newspaper about correspondence lessons by mail.
This is where the distance learning begins. After that, technology gives us e-learning
in 1997.
Technology improvement invents wireless technology and learning process
welcomes it too. High availability of mobile devices and their smart systems make
things easier in daily life. This technology product is a good opportunity for
education system as any other systems to make human life easier and better.
With new technologies around the world, learning system has given birth: m-learning
to the world. M-Learning removes walls, locations and times in traditional learning
system; it is beyond the classroom [59]. Users can access any information whenever
they want and wherever they are with smartphones and tablets. Application market
grows day by day with new ideas and smarter systems.
Each system needs to be designed specifically. For example, a web application
should be designed in order to web design principles and a mobile application should
be design according to mobile application design principles. Moreover, these
principles also divided into themselves such as material design principles for
Android OS based devices and flat design principles for iOS based devices. The
point is in this study, all of these design principles can be applied by user-centered
design model, which pays attention to users’ needs and be implemented according to
users’ reviews.
1.1 Aim of Study
The aim of this thesis is to study user-centered design, evaluating usability, benefits
of m-learning, principles and patterns of mobile application development and define
some of problems during mobile application development.
1

A mobile application will be developed and this application will provide students to
observe their courses, attendances and provide students to communicate with
lecturers directly. This application aims to prevent missing classes, homeworks,
exams and improve attention, scheduling and communication. In additional, this
application will allow students to choose their enrolled courses, check the content of
past, present and future content anywhere, anytime.

2

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, some of existing theories, related technologies, design principles and
methodologies, which are used during the development of the mobile application, are
revealed and described.
2.1 M-Learning
This section explains the benefits, differences and key perspectives of m-learning
through the history and future.
2.1.1 Learning through Mobile Devices
The term 'mobile learning' (or m-learning) is frequently used to refer to the use of
handheld technologies enabling the learner to be 'on the move', providing anytime,
anywhere access for learning [6]. Distance learning breaks the walls of classrooms
and gives people freedom. With M-Learning, people are free more than distance
learning. They can reach information wherever they are. In additional, there are a
parallel increment between technology and m-learning. Thousands of apps are
developed every day and these apps make easier to get the desired information.

3
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Figure 1: Family Technology Ownership and Child Use, Pre-K–12

According to Grunwald Associates LLC’s research in 2013 [16], there is a huge
usage of portable devices. Usage of portable computers and mobile devices is shown
in Figure 1. Mobile devices are cheaper than computer workstations and most people
use mobile devices every day.
As all of the learning methods, m-learning has many benefits and different
applications. Mehdipour and Zerehkafi’s research [8] explores some of these
benefits. One of the most mentioned benefits is to learn anywhere, anytime. People
can reach m-learning with a mobile device anywhere. They do not need any wired
connection or time constraints which means m-learning has a wide opportunity to be
reached. M-learning removes the geographic boundaries [60]. Another benefit is
instant communication [10]. People can communicate via SMS or e-mail. They do
not have to wait until meet teacher on any time. In additional, m-learning provides
one-to-one and one-to-many communications. It can be customized for personally or
for groups. The most environmental benefit is that m-learning needs no papers. Also,
this reduces cost.
It is also easy to reach education materials with cloud computing. It is safe, easy and
fast to keep and share data with cloud models. According to a research named Cloud
4

Computing Through Mobile-Learning, proposal cloud model of researchers takes the
responsibility of data sharing, data management and it provides high-quality
education [12]. Also they mention that teachers do not have to worry about different
or outdated versions. The model takes care about these issues.
2.1.2 Current Perspectives and Key Features of M-Learning
There are already many learning types and each of them tries to make learning easier.
M-learning’s aim is the same. It brings privacy, portability, flexibility, multifunctionality, interactivity etc. According to Kristine Peters’ research, the key
features of mobile learning is identified ‘just in time, just enough and just for me’
[10]. These features make learning more efficient.
There are many researches about perspectives of m-learning. Each of these studies
explores different definition of m-learning. According to early researches, scientists
focused on technology such as mobile devices, PDAs and recording devices. In the
same time, they made some researches about its mobility. Keskin and Metcalf’s
research defines that each research has different result and each result discovers
different perspectives such as mobile technologies, mobility, ubiquitous, or elearning [9].
Received from http://2020workplace.com/

Figure 2: Comparison of Learning Types
Day by day, more companies will explore m-learning as an increasing number of
tech-savvy. More content is available for student use with m-learning today [14].
Tomorrow’s technology will bring new portable devices, new ideas and new
inventions and it will provide us to access easier to knowledge.
5

According to Josie Taylor’s research [7], there are four main criteria for M-Learning.
The first of criteria is learner centered. It builds on the skills and knowledge of
students, enabling them to reason from their own experience. The second criterion is
knowledge centered. The curriculum is built from sound foundation of validated
knowledge, taught efficiently and with inventive use of concepts and methods.
Another criterion is assessment centered. Assessment is matched to the ability of the
learners, offering diagnosis and formative guidance that builds on success. The last
criterion is community centered. Successful learners form a mutually primitive
community, sharing knowledge and supporting less able students.
Each of these points is a metric for m-learning. Effectiveness and quality is described
by them.
Even if people compare eLearning and M-Learning, these two terms have completely
different perspectives. They are not competing against each other [15]. Both have
different advantages and different scopes in same aim. The next picture explains
differences between eLearning and M-Learning well.
2.1.3 Understanding the Difference Between E-Learning and M-Learning
Technology in 21th century supports the evolution of e-learning through m-learning.
The prior difference in this evolution is independency of usage. M-learning provides
flexibility and independency to users about location, time and content.
Difference between e-learning and m-learning can be evaluated in four subjects such
as purpose, medium of delivery, design and duration.
Purpose: E-learning aims to teach a specific content or an in-depth knowledge. Two
keywords can describe it; comprehension and retention. For m-learning, we can say
that it aims to access information at the moment it is needed. It supports an ongoing
learning process where the user needs quick access to bits of information, usually on
the go.
Medium of Delivery: E-learning needs computers or laptops on users’ desk. On the
other hand, m-learning needs smartphones or tablets to access. The keywords are
portability, on-the-go and ready to accessibility.
Design: With large screens, e-learning provides a wide environment. Users can
access detailed information, complex visuals, more interactively content. These
6

benefits come without bandwidth restriction. M-learning goes on small sized screens,
bandwidth restrictions and simple navigation. M-learning provides bite-sized
modules and one idea per screen because of these restrictions.
Duration: E-learning has longer and broader courses than m-learning. Usually it is
recommended 30 minutes maximum. M-learning is designed to include bite-sized
modules and its recommended duration is 10 minutes maximum.
2.1.4 Criteria of Learning through Mobile Devices
There are some criteria that should be considered while learning through the mobile
devices in m-learning:
It is the learner that is mobile, rather than the technology: Remember that
learners are also mobile. They may want to access information from different devices
such as their own mobile phones, computers and the other people’s devices.
Learning is interwoven with other activities as part of everyday life: Learning
should not be separated from daily life activities such as reading an article, watching
television or socializing. These activities may be context or resource of learning.
Learning can generate as well as satisfy goals: Learning may be connected with
external goals such as a study plan, or may be related with learners’ problems or
needs.
The control and management of learning can be distributed: In traditional
learning system, control and management are provided by teacher in classroom but
they are different for mobile learning. In a mobile learning system, control and
management may be distributed across teacher, learner, book or technology.
Context is constructed by learners through interaction: The context should be
flexible and customized. It should not be a problem if an interaction between
environment and learner is needed. In additional, the given information should not be
available for a specific time and location.
Mobile learning can both complement and conflict with formal education:
Learners should be able to continue the learning from classroom to outside. For
example, they may continue as homework or museum visit. Also, they may interact
7

with the managed system in classroom by their mobile devices and they should be
able to keep their private conversations or files.
Mobile learning raises deep ethical issues of privacy and ownership: Some
systems provide to record everything in daily life such as video or voice recording
and taking pictures. This may help for recalling after class but at the same time some
devices has some features that break the privacy. Parents start to track their children
or keep watching everything in child’s daily life.
2.2 A Mobile Operating System: Android
This section covers up the operating system, which my application runs on, and
analyzes the features of the system.
2.2.1 Android
Android is a mobile operating system, which was developed by Android Inc. and was
purchased by Google in 2005 [24].
In Android architecture, there are 5 layers such as Applications Layer, Application
Framework Layer, Libraries Layer, Android Runtime Layer and Linux Kernel Layer
[25].
Received from http://simpledeveloper.com/

Figure 3: Android architecture
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Applications Layer: An android application may be both native and third-party
application and all applications are built on applications layer. Services, activities
and broadcast receivers are used in this layer.
Application Framework Layer: Activity life cycle is handled in application
framework. Data sharing, location management, notifications, types of resources,
which are used in application and telephony manager, are important actions in this
layer.
Libraries Layer: The core and native libraries are in this layer for some
specifications such as:
•

Surface manager (display management)

•

Media Framework (playback audio and video)

•

SQLite (database)

•

OpenGL | ES (2D and 3D graphics)

•

Free Type (font-related operations)

•

Webkit (web browser and internet security)

•

SGL (graphics)

•

SSL (internet security)

•

libc (Android specific services)

Android Runtime Layer: An application gets ready and runs in this layer. Each
application runs in its own process and instance.
•

Core Libraries: It includes the specific Java core libraries and Androidspecific libraries.

•

Dalvik VM: It is a virtual machine, which is created to make device can run
multiple threads efficiently.

Linux Kernel Layer: All the core services are placed here such as memory
management, network security, hardware component drivers, power management
and process management. Kernel is an abstract layer between architecture and the
hardware.

9

2.2.2 Software Development Kit: Android SDK
Android Software Development Kit (SDK) is provided by Google as an official
SDK. By using this Sdk, not only Google engineers but also third-party developers
can develop native Android applications. Third party developers can have access the
features of device.
To develop an Android application, using Java programming language and using
Android Software Development Kit is necessary. Android SDK includes some
components such as Android APIs (to access to Android stack), Development Tools
(to compile, run and debug), Android Emulator (fully working Android emulator
with all features), documentation and code samples.
Android Software Development Kit can be installed on Mac OS, Windows and
Linux that means it works and provide development almost on all platforms for free.
2.2.3 Development Environment: Android Studio
Android Studio is an official Integrated Development Environment (IDE), which
provides an easy development for every type of Android device [26]. It is based on
IntelliJ IDEA [27] (Java IDE, developed by JetBrains). Android Studio is developed
by Google and it is announced in 2013 at Google I/O conference and it is replaced
Eclipse Android Development Tools (ADT) which is Google’s former primary IDE
for native Android application development.
Android Studio accepts Java programming language for object oriented
programming and XML to creating user interfaces. It has version 1.x and version 2.x
at the moment.

10

Figure 4: Android Studio
2.3 User-Centered Design
User-Centered Design (UCD) is a design process. User centered design aims to
satisfy user requirements and user needs [49]. There is a standardization by ISO
about user centered design which is titled ISO 9241-210:2010 (previously ISO
12407:1999).

This

standardization

provides

some

recommendations

and

requirements about user centered design principles and activities in life cycle of
computer based interactive systems [50].
Received from https://www.usability.gov/

Figure 5: Research areas of UCD
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Cognitive, social and physiological aspects should be considered when the aim is
user-centered design. It is sometimes called User-Centered System Design (UCSD)
and its intellectual roots lie in several areas such as cognitive and social psychology,
mathematics, computer science, linguistics, human relations and engineering [54].
There are four phases of user centered design process [51]:
•

Specifying the context of use: Identifying some questions such as the users
who will use the product, what users will use the product for and under what
conditions the product will be used.

•

Specifying requirements: Identifying the requirements and goals that meet for
he product to be successful.

•

Creating design solutions: Creating design solutions is a process and this
process can be done by stages; building a product from a simple prototype to
a complete and complex design.

•

Evaluating design: It is usually done usability testing with actual users.
Evaluating the design to check the product as quality testing and if the
product meets quality and requirements for a good software development
process.
Received from https://www.usability.gov/

Figure 6: Four phases of user-centered design
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2.4 User-Centered Mobile Design Approach
User-Centered design principles are defined in section 2.4. In this section, UserCentered design will be explained on mobile approaches.
User-centered design for mobile system is not different from user-centered design.
The process of user-centered design for mobile should be same as the other
platforms’ user-centered design processes. On the other hand, mobile system as
platform is different from the other platforms such as desktop platforms and laptop
platforms. The key here is that designer should beware of this difference [52].
User-Centered design for mobile application should not aim to create a mobile
application. The key to success in user-centered design for mobile applications is to
provide the successfully mobile user experience. Smartphones have captured the
world and almost all activities over the last decade and companies are recognized
advantages of mobile applications and mobile web. Many companies want to have a
mobile app of their business but usually they do not consider that why customers
need or want a mobile application or mobile web experience.
There are a few advantages of delivering mobile experience to customers [52]:
•

A mobile application provides an opportunity to reach the context whenever
the user needs in the right place.

•

Low bandwidth may be enough for mobile context and users can reach at any
place where the Internet connection is not accessible easily.

•

Mobile application/mobile web development may be cost effective and even
be cheaper than standard websites.

•

According to statistics, here are more smartphone users today than desktop
and laptop users around the world [53]. So, there is a chance to reach larger
amount of users with mobile application and mobile web.

•

Sometimes, mobile technology is only way to access Internet and this means
mobile applications may reach wider geographic area.

User-Centered design for mobile platform can be explored by five stages:
•

Assessing the current situation

•

Understanding the user

•

What the mobile product offers to users?
13

•

Mobile design considerations

•

Review and refine

2.5 System Usability Scale
Every project needs evaluation after it is completed. For his project, usability of the
system will be evaluated with System Usability Scale (SUS).
System Usability Scale is developed by John Brooke in 1986, which is the most
popular questionnaire for measuring perceptions of usability [52]. This questionnaire
contains ten statements to evaluate usability of system. Each statement gets a
response ranging from one to five.
Received from https://uxpa.org/

Figure 7: System Usability Scale
There is a formula to evaluate System Usability Scale. There are ten statements and
each statement has a score range from one to five. For statements 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9,
the exact score is position score minus 1. For statements 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, the exact
score is 5 minus position score. For example, if statement one has position score 4,
its exact score is 4 – 1 = 3. On the other hand, if statement six has position score 4,
its exact score is 5 – 4 = 1. To evaluate the result, each score is added together and
this result is multiplied by 2.5 to convert original score from 0-40 to 0-100 range.
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According to a study, above the 68 points can be considered as above the average
and below the 68 points can be considered as below the average [54].
2.6 Design Principles
In a mobile application, user experience is one of the most important things, which
desires a high focus. According to a research, which belongs to Google R&D [17],
almost 25% of users never return to application after run it once. The same research
reveals that we should follow some principles to create a useful, relevant and valued
mobile application. Jenny Gove explains these principles in 6 main subjects. There
are 25 principles in total.
•

App Navigation and Exploration: Users should be able to reach easily to
content what they are looking for.
1. Show the value of app upfront: Help users to get tasks easily and
highlight key features of application.
2. Organize and label menu categories to be user-friendly: There should be a
clear and easy menu, which contains required options.
3. Allow users to go back easily in one step: To prevent losing data and
attention, users should be able to go back one step.
4. Make it easy to manually change location: Detecting the location
automatically is a good feature but sometimes users may want to search
something far away.
5. Create frictionless transitions between mobile apps and the mobile web: It
may be complex situation when any layout or look is different across
mobile application and mobile web.

•

In-App Search: There should be an effective and useful search feature.
6. Prominently display the search field: Users often prefer search fields
when they need a specific task.
7. Use effective search indexing: Search results must be useful.
8. Provide filter and sort options: In some cases, search terms may be
insufficient.

•

Commerce and Conversions: User expectations are increasing and it will be
handled.
9. Provide previous search and purchase information: It saves effort and
time.
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10. Allow user reviews to be viewed and filtered: It is important criteria and it
helps when user decides to purchase.
11. Enable comparison-shopping features: Users want to compare items
before purchasing easily.
12. Provide multiple third-party payment options: More options, more
relievable shopping.
13. Make it easy to add and manage payment methods: Adding or managing
the payment method simplifies the payment and reduce number of steps
in purchasing.
•

Registration: It provides getting users to where they want.
14. Provide clear utility before asking users to register: Users quit application
when they cannot reach enough content before registration. User should
be asked for registration immediately before purchasing or something
similar.
15. Differentiate “sign in” from “sign up”: Users often take the wrong action
on this module.
16. Make password authentication a frictionless experience: Reduce the
number of steps when user wants to sign in or reset the password.

•

Form Entry: Forms are needed at critical points.
17. Build user-friendly forms: Forms should be compatible with required
information.
18. Communicate form errors in real time: Errors should be shown in realtime while user is filling the form.
19. Match the keyboard with the required text input: Use the appropriate
keyboard for he required input type.
20. Provide helpful information in context in forms: An icon or a text can
guide to user while filling the form.

•

Usability and Comprehension: Specific or app-wide design decisions may
increase the user experience.
21. Speak the same language as your users: Unknown terms should not be
used. A clear content can help user.
22. Provide text labels and visual keys to clarify visual information: Most
icons are not universal. So, sometimes they need a text label.
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23. Be responsive with visual feedback after significant actions: A visual
feedback can prevent confusing after some actions.
24. Let the user control the level of zoom: If there are some images in
application, user may want to control the zoom level.
25. Ask for permission in-context: Notify user and ask for permission if
application needs to use some features such as camera, location, network
etc.
2.7 Design Factors
There are some negative sides, difficulties and constraints on Android development.
Research and understanding customers are key features to handle any problem. This
section will discover and explain the problems and solutions of developing mobile
application for Android OS mobile devices [18].
•

Software fragmentation problem: There are 24 versions of android in 12
different code names [19]. Each version has different API level, which means
each version has different specifications and this affects development. For
example, some key features of android are not supported by versions below
API 15. This is a hard situation because some devices have upper limit about
API level.
Solution: The application should be developed for most used and widely
adopted interval versions and should include these features.

•

Hardware fragmentation problem: Android OS is used on many different
devices because of being an open-source mobile operating system. A research
reveals that over 4000 in all shapes and size use Android OS [20]. There are
many differences between these devices such as camera, RAM, storage
capacity, screen size and some integrated key features.
Solution: This problem needs a research just like software fragmentation
problem. Again, most used features and audience needs should be known.

•

Lack of software / hardware integration problem: Most Android smart
phones have 3 main buttons: home button, back button and tasks button. For
some devices, Button A refers back button but for the others, it may refer task
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button. Moreover, there may be a fourth button or any other button except
from these 3 main buttons.

Figure 8: Android buttons on different devices

Solution: User preferences and application features are important at this
point. Most used and common buttons should be used in application instead
of specific ones.
•

Too many carriers make too many changes to the core OS problem:
Almost all cell phone companies carry Android phones worldwide. They
change libraries and features for their purposes.
Solution: Lead carriers or audience gravity may be revealed and applications
can be developed according to features in results.

•

Security issues problem: There is no governance in Android market that
means some malware applications can be published like trusted ones.
Solution: Applications should be up to date for the latest platform changes
and security leaks. Developers should be ready when any situation occurs.

•

Market research cost problem: Making a research about customer’s usage
and device hardware specifications is a must but it takes money and time.
Solution: Google gathers new statistics everyday, which can be used at the
beginning of research about market. After that, some surveys and pilot groups
may gather more efficient and more exact results.
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•

Patent issues problem: There are many cloned-project applications in
market. Some developers steal the idea and create an application.
Solution: Google works on this issue [21]. Developers are waiting for
negotiations be finalized.

2.8 UX Design Guideline
Google brings new ideas and principles about Android. Every button, text field,
dialog, spinner etc. should be created according to Google’s guideline. Of course, it
is not a must but it is a good advice from the core team of Android.
Atılım University Mobile Learning Portal is an Android application. So, Google’s
design guideline, which is called Material Design, is used at the development phase.
By Google’s own words, “Material Design is a unified system that combines theory,
resources, and tools for crafting digital experiences” [22]. This section will explain
some of Material Design principles and all of these principles are referenced by
official Material Design source [22].
2.8.1 Style
In Material Design, colors are designed by collocated hues, deem shadows and
shining highlights. For this purpose, Google published color palettes to help
developers while they are trying to decide colors of visuals. A color palette begins
with the primary color and includes hues of that color.
Received from https://material.io/

Figure 9: Three examples of color palette
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Using only one palette is not a must. There are infinite colorful choices by mixing
these color palettes to create creative visuals. Different color palettes can be used
together, which is called color scheme.
Received from https://material.io/

Figure 10: An example of color scheme
For the text color, opposite color of background make text easier to read that means
it is better to use dark text color on light background and it is better to use light text
color on dark background. It is important because visibility of readability may be
different in different brightness of environment than the development scene. User
may use the application in a dark place or the device screen may get the sunlight
directly. In additional, each device may have different color based screen which
means the text in application may be read easily on developers screen or on mobile
test devices but may be not easy to read on users mobile device.
Received from https://material.io/

Figure 11: Text color samples
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Product icon is the application icon and it should be related with brand and
application. For the product icon, Material design provides some patterns. Material
design says that they should be simple, user-friendly and bold.
Received from https://material.io/

Figure 12: Product icon patterns
Material design warns developers about some designing mistakes while creating a
product icon. There is a list for “Don’t do” things:
•

Do not use complex visuals.

•

Do not crop images in other shapes.

•

Do not use more than 2 overlapping.

•

Do not use wrapped, bent or rotated images.

•

Do not use dimensional images.

2.8.2 Components
Many components are used in Android application such as buttons, spinners, edit
texts, radio buttons and check boxes. Each one can be modified related with the
theme of application. For example, developer can change the color of a check box,
text font of a button or style of edit text component. The idea is to create a user
interface with components in a harmony.
When these components are used together, they need to be placed in some distance
from each other and this is called margin. Some specific margin values should be
used when multiple components are used together in a layout. Figure 18 below
shows how to use a button with margins in a layout.
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Received from https://material.io/

Figure 13: Flat Button dimensions
Buttons are used for navigating another page or activating an action. There are three
standard buttons in Material Design: Floating Action Button, Raised Button and Flat
Button. These buttons are used in different actions for different purposes.

Received from https://material.io/

Figure 14: Floating Action Button, Raised Button and Flat Button
Android uses dialogs to help user to make decision or enter additional data [23]. It
can be used with custom layout or default layout. While using a custom layout for a
dialog, dimensions shown below should be followed for optimum user experience
and usage of the dialog.
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Received from https://material.io/

Figure 15: Dialog layout
2.8.3 Layout
Android includes a wide layout package and different layout styles. Components,
which are mentioned previous section, are used in these layouts. Layouts create
structures. A simple structure may include only one layout and another structure may
be created with top bar, bottom bar and side navigations.
There are several layout types for different page system with different orientation
such as Linear Layout (horizontal/vertical oriented), Constraint Layout, Frame
Layout, Relative Layout, Grid Layout and Table Layout. For example, Linear Layout
can be used for holding views like listing. If orientation is set to vertical, each added
view is placed under the previous one. If orientation is set to horizontal, each added
view is placed right side of the previous one.
Received from https://material.io/

Figure 16: Sample structure
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As components in previous section, layouts and structure is given some metrics by
Material Design. These metrics optimize the usability.
Received from https://material.io/

Figure 17: Layout metrics

2.8.4 View
View class provides a basic block for user interface. It has a rectangular shaped area
on the screen and it holds the drawing and event handling actions [31]. All
components in a layout extend this View class and they have all properties of View
class such as size, margin and listeners.

Figure 18: Relationship between layout and view

There are many components which extent view class such as button, text view, list
view, image view, edit text, radio button, check box, spinner etc. As shown in Figure
24

23, views are placed in layouts. In the figure above, two buttons in linear layout are
an instance of view class. On the right side of the figure 23, table layout contains two
table row layouts and each of them contains two check boxes, which are also an
instance of view class.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

As it is indicated in the title, this chapter explains and outlines the research method
of thesis comprehensively.
3.1 Research Strategy
The research of this project includes and aims to create an m-learning application
with applied user-centered design principles. The road begins with Atılım University
but it can reach for all universities in the world. There are many existing m-learning
applications for higher education systems but this project is more comprehensive as
its content.
3.2 Research Method – Design Based Research
In order to satisfy the user-centered design principles in this project, Design-Based
Research method was held as research method. Main characteristics of design based
research method are [53]:
•

Analyzing of practical problems

•

Development of solutions

•

Iterative cycling of testing and refinement solutions

•

Enhance solution implementation
Received from http://authenticlearning.info/

Figure 19: Design-Based Research
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The goal of this research method is to create a strong relation between real-world
problems and educational researches. The stage named “Iterative cycles of testing
and refinement of solutions in practice” in design-based research is completed with
different sessions in this project. Each session begins with gathering requirements
and ends with review of session. If there is new requirements are needed in review, a
new session is planned. By these sessions, a cycle is created and the session loop
continues until all user requirements are satisfied.
3.3 Data Collection Methods, Tools and Procedure
This project needs user opinions to be completed successfully because of usercentered design principles. The data must be gathered from higher education students
as requirements for this project.
To gather the initial requirements, all users are attended an individual interview at
the beginning. This interview is a kind of structured interview, which was created
before the interviews started. The first interview contains 5 questions:
•

Do you need a mobile application to handle some difficulties about your
lectures?

•

What are these difficulties?

•

How complex application do you need?

•

What are the key properties that must be in the application?

•

Should this application be more offline or more online?

During the first interviews, a drawn mock-up is created according to users’ opinions
and they validated the mock-up. Collection of requirement, design, output and
review phase with each user is called session one. After session one is done, a new
session may be required. This is decided at the end of review phase of the session.
When all sessions are completed, users are asked to evaluate the result of all process
about usability of application. In this phase, they evaluate the system with System
Usability Scale forms, which is mentioned in section 2.6.
A task is created to make users to follow and complete the evaluation phase. They
must follow these steps to accomplish the task:
Step 1: Open the application.
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Step 2: Create a new user.
Step 3: Sign in with your username and password.
Step 4: Add new course to your course list.
Step 5: Check your news list about general messages and the notifications related
with courses you are assigned.
Step 6: See the any course page from your course list you added before.
Step 7: See each section in course page.
Step 8: Go back to user page.
3.4 Participants
Subject group is occurred from PhD and MSc students from different universities.
There are four male students and six female students in this group. Age range of
these students is from 25 to 32 (average 27,6). These students are selected from
software engineering, computer engineering and psychology departments by purpose
because students from these departments have the knowledge of design, user
experience, human-computer interaction and perception.
All users are selected as higher education students such as PhD and MSc students
because this application is developed for higher education system. This is the first
restriction of user selection for his project. The second restriction is department of
user’s education program. Computer engineering, software engineering and
psychology students can evaluate user-centered design perfectly as mentioned in
section 2.4.
3.5 Ethical Considerations
All selected users for his study are informed about ethical considerations. They are
told about interviews; their opinions and evaluations are used only for academic
purpose and only in this thesis study.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULT OF THE STUDY

This chapter explains the architecture, system design requirements, database, user
roles, diagrams and scenarios.
4.1 An M-Learning Application for Atılım University Lectures
In this section, content of Atılım University Mobile Learning Portal, which is an
Android based mobile learning application and developed for this study, will be
explained.
There are many mobile learning applications, which are, contains minimal content or
focus on only one subject or a few. My application is one step ahead at this point.
Atılım University Mobile Learning Portal contains all undergraduate/graduate
lectures with a wide and interactive content.
This application is developed according to user-centered design principles, which
means the requirements gathered from users are key points of development and
design. This application is developed for higher education students and requirements
of this application should be gathered from higher education students. In this
purpose, all requirements gathered from higher education students.
There are two types of stakeholders:
•

Primary users are higher education students. They can use this mobile
application to organize their courses.

•

Mobile application developers, experienced on M-Learning area to develop,
implement new features or maintenance.

With general words, Atılım University Mobile Learning Portal is an application that
provides students to reach most necessary modules about their lectures such as
course info, lecture links, expressions, pre-course studies, grades, schedule, syllabus
and homework.
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4.2 User-Centered Design Analysis
This section explains sessions of interview with users, gathering user requirements,
feedbacks, outputs and scenarios.
As mentioned in section 2.4 before, user-centered design process has some steps
such as identifying needs, specifying context of use, specifying requirements,
producing design solutions and evaluating design. This process creates a loop and it
must satisfy the requirements in the end.
In this project, user-centered design process follows gathering requirements, design,
output and review steps. This pattern is called a session. At the end of each session, if
requirements are not satisfied, another session is run. The process continues like this
until the output meets requirements successfully.
In requirements stage, all system requirements should be gathered from users.
System requirements can be separated as functional requirements and non-functional
requirements. Functional requirements part includes functions and abilities. Nonfunctional requirements part includes the criteria. A functional requirement means
that the application must do the requirement. A non-functional requirement means
that the application shall be as the requirement. Non-functional requirement is
constraint or limitations, which is known already on design or resources. For this
type of requirement, some criteria must be checked as below [61]:
•

Usability: Is it easy to learn how to operate functions of application?

•

Extensibility: Is it easy to change the application to meet new requirements?

•

Portability: Is it easy to transfer a component from one to another?

•

Flexibility: Is it easy to exchange information with user?

•

Reliability: Is it easy to perform required functions under stated conditions?

•

Security: Is it secure to perform login, payment etc. functions?

•

Performance: Is it fast enough?

•

Total Cost: Is it cost worth as quality?

In design stage, system should be designed according to design principles published
by Google for Android developers. This design guide is Material Design principles.
In this stage, user requirements should be implemented as proper as material design
guide. This application will run on Android based tablets, which provides wider
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screen area for complex and clear design. Orientation of application screens will be
decided in design stages of sessions according to functionalities of requirements.
Output stage shows the result after implementation of user requirements guided by
design principles. At this stage, product is ready to be presented.
In review stage, user feedbacks should be gathered after presentation of what have
been done with previous requirements. If there are some new requirements or missed
requirements, new session starts with new requirements.
4.2.1 Session - I
In this session, users are asked about what higher education students do need in an
m-learning application?
Requirements:
First gathered requirements from students are similar such as login screen,
registration screen, user information page and course page. Login action needs login
name and password. Registration action needs login name, password, password
confirmation and department. In user page, user picture, user information, courses
and news areas should be placed in a single page. Course page should show course
content such as syllabus, calendar, grades, homework and pre-course documents.
Also, there should be a sending mail to instructor action in course page.
Design:
While analyzing design stage, Google’s Material Design principles should be
followed because this application is an Android based application, which runs on
tablets.
Gathered requirements can be implemented with four pages such as login page,
registration page, user page and course page. All of these pages can be single
activities. User page may contain two fragments at bottom such as courses fragment
and news fragment. These two fragments can be shown in different container layouts
at the same time in a single activity with user information. In course page, fragments
can be used again. This time, there may be a menu styled buttons at the left side and
there may be a fragment container. Buttons may have approximately ¼ width of
screen width and fragment container may have approximately ¾ width of screen
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width. When user clicks a button, the related fragment may be shown in this
container. Page orientation may be landed orientation, which gives more horizontal
width and less vertical width.
Output:
According to requirements above in this session, a draw prototype is created for each
page for presenting to users. This prototype shows how the page design will be and
what will each page contain.

Figure 20: Login page draw

Figure 21: Registration page draw
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Figure 22: User page draw

Figure 23: Course page draw
Review:
Output is presented to users. After presentation, feedbacks and some new
requirements are gathered from them. Some of these requirements are functional
requirements and the rest non-functional requirements. These requirements show that
a new session is needed and new requirements will be analyzed in next session.
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4.2.2 Session - II
This session is a must after session one because draw prototype must be implemented
to the Android system and must be presented to users with meet the latest
requirements gathered from session one.
Requirements:
Review stage of session one shows that users have new requirements. In session two,
new requirements are gathered from and listed in the table below. All the functional
requirements and non-functional requirements are simplified, analyzed and defined.
The presentation format for the table below is “Requirement ID, Description,
Explanation” for each functional requirement.
These requirements are the core requirements of the system that means the future
requirements will be additional requirements and they will be added to the system if
they not prevent the integrity of current system.
There are twenty-one functional requirements, which are gathered from users at
review stage of session one:
ID

DESCRIPTION

FR01 User must be able to sign up.

EXPLANATION
User must be able to sign up to the
system by filling the registration
form.

FR02 User must be able to sign in.

User must be able to sign in to the
system by filling the signing in form.

FR03 User must be able to sign out.

User must be able to sign out of the
system by pressing the sign out button
on the up-right corner of user profile
page.

FR04 The system must show an error
message in sign up process.

The system must show an error
message if there is a fault/empty area
on filling the registration form.

FR05 The system must show an error
message in sign in process.

The system must show an error
message if there is a wrong
username/password match or an
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empty area.
FR06 System must show the correct user
information.

System must show the correct user
information on user profile page if the
user signs in successfully.

FR07 System must show the enrolled
course list.
FR08 System must show the latest actions
list.
FR09 User must be able to add course.

System must show the enrolled course
list, if any exists, on user profile page.
System must show the latest action
list, if any exists, on user profile page.
User must be able to add new course
to enrolled course list by pressing the
(+) button on the up-right corner of
enrolled courses list on user profile
page.

FR10 User must be able to remove course.

User must be able to remove course
from enrolled course list by pressing
the (x) button near the course.

FR11 Enrolled course list must be
updated.

Enrolled course list, on user profile
page, must be updated after removing
a course or adding a course.

FR12 User must be able to access to
course page.

User must be able to access to course
page, if the course is enrolled already,
by pressing the course in enrolled
course list on user profile page.

FR13 User must be able to access to
course description page.

User must be able to access to course
description page by pressing the
Course Description button on course
page.

FR14 User must be able to access to links
page.

User must be able to access to links
page by pressing the Links button on
course page.

FR15 User must be able to access to latest
notes page.

User must be able to access to latest
notes page by pressing the Latest
Notes button on course page.
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FR16 User must be able to access to precourse page.

User must be able to access to precourse page by pressing the PreCourse button on course page.

FR17 User must be able to access to
grades page.

User must be able to access to grades
page by pressing the Grades button on
course page.

FR18 User must be able to access to
schedule page.

User must be able to access to
schedule page by pressing the
Schedule button on course page.

FR19 User must be able to access to
syllabus page.

User must be able to access to
syllabus page by pressing the Syllabus
button on course page.

FR20 User must be able to access to
homework page.

User must be able to access to
homework page by pressing the
Homework button on course page.

FR21 User must be able to send mail to
lecturer.

User must be able to send mail to
lecturer by pressing the Send Mail
button on course page.

Table 1: Functional Requirements
The application must satisfy these requirements at the end of this session. In
additional, there are some non-functional requirements are gathered at the end of
session one such as error notifications, page types, content and authentication. The
presentation format for the table below is “Requirement ID, Description,
Explanation” for each functional requirement and non-functional requirement.
ID

DESCRIPTION

NR01 User interface and components
should be clear, similar and easy.

EXPLANATION
All user interface components should
be the same in all layout and screens.
Users should be able to navigate easily
and should be able to go back to the
last state.

NR02 System should show
understandable feedbacks against

User should be notified about actions
and the things need attention.
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user actions.
NR03 System should be purified from

System should be checked for bugs and

bugs and should inform the user

it should show warning/error messages

about wrong action.

when something goes wrong.

NR04 System should request user
authentication for constraint user

System should be able to not accept
who is not authorized.

area.
NR05 System’s response time should be
fast.

All functions should work fast. If a
function needs time for operation, a
waiting spinner should be shown.

NR06 Redesigning of system should be
easy to add new features.

New features should be added easily by
any other developer.

Table 2: Non-Functional Requirements
These functional requirements and non-functional requirements make the system
needs a new design.
Design:
After the new requirements are gathered, design must be checked if the current
design satisfies them. Current design has four independent pages and some fragments
in user page and course page to show different contents. In this case, the prototype
created in session one can be used and implemented in Android system. A tab layout
can be placed at top of user page and course page, which contains page title and
future menu buttons or action buttons. Colors may be decided in this step such as
primary colors, secondary colors, button colors, text colors etc. Moreover,
application logo may be designed for either in-application logo or application launch
logo. In additional, some icons may be required for add course button, refresh button
in user page and menu buttons in course page.
Output:
After analyzing new requirements and completing the design stage, some screens are
created as the system needs. All requirements are satisfied with implementing them
to Android system by following Material Design guidance. Screenshots below show
that how the application can be according to user requirements.
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Figure 24: Login Page

Figure 25: Registration Page
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Figure 26: User Page

Figure 27: Course Page

Review:
Implemented output is shown to users. Requirements given previous session are
satisfied successfully and users have new ideas about next work after presentation.
To meet these new ideas, another session is required. Some of new requirements are
about functional requirements.
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4.2.3 Session - III
In the previous session, users created new requirements and this situation needs a
new session to meet these requirements. These requirements are analyzed, designed
and implemented in this session.
Requirements:
After review of the last session, new requirements are created such as complexity of
the system, content of the course page, editing some information and brandy new
specifications for usability. These requirements are analyzed and listed below.
According to user feedbacks in review stage of session two;
•

System is a bit complex for new users. Adding a help module to the system
can solve this problem. Help menu can be reached from user page and course
page.

•

In course page, user should be able to see course chapters.

•

Syllabus should be more interactive. It can show the progress of the course
dynamically during semester.

•

Direct messaging can be added to the system thus students can connect each
other when they need.

•

Push notifications should be able to implement to the system to notify the
user about news and updates instantly.

•

Users should be able to edit their own user information.

•

Users should be able to reach copies of some documents provided by student
affairs department of university.

Design:
In Session III, there are eight new requirements, which are gathered from user
feedbacks at the end of Session II. All of these requirements and their design ideas
are listed below together for Session III.
Requirement: System should provide a help module about application content.
Solution: There are prompts/hints for editable text areas in login page and
registration page. So, there is no need for a help module for these pages. On the other
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hand, there is not any hint about user interface and content of page in user page and
course page. As a result, there should be a help module in user page and course page
to help users about content of the page and how it can be used. Help module can be
reached by a button in toolbar in both pages.

Requirement: User should be able to see course chapters in course page.
Solution: This specification can be merged with Syllabus fragment because both has
similar content.

Requirement: Users should be able to send direct message between each other.
Solution: Direct messaging can be implemented to the system successfully. To
prevent unnecessary messages, users may send message for a course to only the
person who is also registered the same course.

Requirement: Syllabus should be interactive. It should highlight the week/chapter
title synchronously.
Solution: Current version contains a static syllabus PDF file. To create an interactive
syllabus module, it is necessary to create its classes with dates.

Requirement: Users should be notified instantly with system notifications about
announcements and updates.
Solution: Instant notification system should be implemented to project. This project
already uses Google’s Firebase system as database which supports push notification
system. Firebase can be used for push notifications.

Requirement: Users should be able to edit their information in system.
Solution: There is no editing module in system at the moment. A new activity page
can be added to provide editing the user information.
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Requirement: Users should be able to reach some official documents, which are
related with student and provided by student affairs department.
Solution: It is possible to add a student affairs document page as an activity page to
the system. A button can be placed in toolbar in user page, which navigates user to
the student affairs document page.
Output:
At the review stage of session II, some new functional requirements are gathered.
According to these functional requirements, analyze and design stages of session III
is completed and these functional requirements are implemented to the system. After
implementation of new functional requirements, system functions have been
changed. Screenshots of the latest version of project are shown below.

Figure 28: User Page after Session II
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Figure 29: Course Page after Session II
Review:
The new version of application is presented to users. They confirmed that system
satisfies all requirements gathered in three sessions. After getting confirmation from
users, they are asked about evaluating the system by filling System Usability Scale
(SUS) form. Results of this evaluation are analyzed in chapter six.
4.3 Evaluation of System Usability Score
In this study, a mobile learning application runs on tablets with Android operating
system is developed and implemented according to user-centered design principles.
To understand what users need about an application for higher education system, a
few interviews was arranged with ten users from different universities and different
departments. These users are selected in a purpose from computer engineering,
software engineering and psychology departments. People who are educated in one
of these departments not only can evaluate usability but also functional and nonfunctional properties.
For evaluation, system usability scale is used which is an authority in evaluating the
system usability in the world. As mentioned in section 2.6, system usability scale has
ten statements and each statement has a score range from one to five. Calculating the
result is explained in section 2.6.
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After all interview sessions finished, each user was asked about filling the system
usability scale form, which can be found appendix. All users filled this form in
approximately 4 minutes. In this study, all requirements are gathered from ten
different persons and the same people filled the system usability scale form.
Statements

Mean

Standard Deviation

3,4

0,69

3,7
3,6

0,48
0,51

3,6

0,69

3,3

0,67

3,9

0,31

3,7

0,67

3,9
3,5

0,31
0,52

3,5

0,70

1- I think that I would like to use this system
frequently.
2- I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3- I thought the system was easy to use.
4- I think that I need the support of a technical person
to be able to use this system.
5- I found the various funtions in this system were well
integrated.
6- I thought there was too much inconsistency in this
system.
7- I would imagine that most people would learn to use
this system very quickly.
8- I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9- I felt very confident using the system.
10- I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get
going with this system.

Table 3: System usability scale results
These results show that the m-learning system developed in this project has 90.25
SUS score, which means that the m-learning application is developed successfully by
meeting the user requirements and users are satisfied with the final product.
Measurement Type

# Of Participants

Mean

Standard Deviation

Male

4

90,625

4,73

Female

6

90

10,84

Computer Sci.

5

92,5

5,86

Psychology

5

88

10,81

Gender

Education

Table 4: SUS score details
4.4 Use Case Scenarios
Two use case scenarios will be analyzed in this part as sample of usage of use cases.
The first use case scenario, shown in Table 4.3, defines how to add new course in the
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course list on user page. The second use case scenario, shown in Table 4.4, defines
how to register to the system with users own information.
Use Case

Add Course

Name
Context

Add New Course

Primary Actor

Student

Pre-Condition

Application is running, user is logged in.

Post Condition

New course is added successfully and listed in course list on user’s
main page.

Trigger

User wants to add a new course to enrolled course list.

Successful

1.User presses on (+) button, which is placed on main page.

Scenario

2.System displays course list.
3. User selects a course and presses on Add Course button.
4. The selected course is added to enrolled course list.
Table 5: Add Course Use Case

Use Case

Sign Up

Name
Context

Sign Up to System

Primary Actor

Student

Pre-Condition

Application is running, user must not be registered to the system.

Post Condition

User is registered to the system and can log in to the system.

Trigger

User wants register to the system.

Successful

1. User presses on Sign Up button on Login page.

Scenario

2. System displays the registration form.
3. User fills the areas in form such as student ID, student name,
password, confirm password, faculty, department and entrance
year.
4. After completed the form, user presses on create account button.
5. User is registered to the system.
Table 6: Sign Up Use Case
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4.5 UML Diagrams
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a common language to describe and specify
the architecture, design and documentation of the software system [35]. This section
explains by UML diagrams how the architecture of my application is built.
4.5.1 Use Case Diagram
Use case diagrams define the steps and abilities of actor activities. A sue case
diagram does not show detail; it explains relationship between actors, use cases and
the system briefly [32].

Figure 30: Use Case Diagram

4.5.2 Activity Diagram
Activity diagram can be used for some reasons such as defining the flow of business
between actor and system, activity steps in the system and functions of the system
[33].
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Figure 31: Activity Diagram for adding new course
4.5.3 Package Diagram
While developing an android project, development follows different patterns than the
other projects and it is a bit difficult to follow the code. For this reason, classes split
up into some packages in development phase. Each package contains classes, which
have similar operations.
In this project, there are one main package and five sub packages such as activity,
adapter, fragment, object and util. Figure 37 below shows the package diagram of the
system.

Figure 32: Package Diagram of the system
Activity Package: This package contains the activity classes, which coordinate the
screens of application. In additional, activities start the application and its operations.
There are four activity classes: CourseActivity.java, RegistrationActivity.java,
UserActivity.java and MainActivity.java. MainActivity is the launcher activity,
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which means the application starts with this activity. It contains login operation.
When user presses on sign up button on this page, RegistrationActivity is opened. In
RegistrationActivity, user finds a registration form for registration to the system.
When users log in, UserActivity is navigated which contains user information,
enrolled courses list and the latest notification list. User can add and remove a course
from the list and can navigate to course page from this page. In CourseActivity, user
can find all course operations such as course info, links, expressions, pre-course,
grades, schedule, syllabus, homework and sending mail to the instructor.
Adapter Package: Adapter classes are used for adapting same typed objects through
the same way in the same view. For example, there is a list of the same objects and
these objects are needed to be listed with same view. For this occasion, an adapter
class is created, the list is given to the adapter class and the adapter class organizes
and shows the entire list with a duplicated single view. This project has four specific
adapter classes to show object lists such as EnrolledCourseAdapter.java,
GradesAdapter.java, LatestNewsAdapter.java, LinksAdapter.java and has two
generic adapters for using multiple situations such as SimpleListadapter.java and
SimpleSpinnerAdapter.java.
Fragment Package: Fragments provide to show different views or multiple views in
a single activity. A fragment has its own independent layout and can controls it
independently. On the other hand, a fragment needs an activity to be displayed at top
of hierarchy. It can be placed in an activity or in a fragment placed in an activity. For
example, a container view can be placed in an activity and the fragment can be
displayed in that container view as seen in Figure 38. This project uses fragments in
CourseActivity to navigate the properties of the course page.

Figure 33: An Example of Container View for Fragments
This project has one dialog fragment, AddCourseDialogFragment.java, and eight
fragments:

CourseInfoFragment.java,

ExpressionsFragment.java,
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GradesFragment.java,

HomeworkFragment.java,

LinksFragment.java,

PreCourseFragment.java, ScheduleFragment.java and SyllabusFragment.java.
Object Package: This package includes java object classes such as Course.java,
CourseInfo.java,

Dateınteger.java,

DateString.java,

Grades.java,

Grades.java,

Lecturer.java, SimpleLink.java, spinnerItems.java and Student.java.
Util Package: This package contains some classes for common utilization. The
classes in this package can be used from different classes and they include most used
methods. Classes in these packages are CalendarDecorator.java, Constant.java,
CustomDialog.java, ErrorDialog.java, LinksMediaDialog.java, MailDialog.java and
Util.java.
4.5.4 Class Diagram
In figure below, the class diagram of main classes is shown briefly. These classes are
main core classes in project. There are some additional classes belong to some
libraries such as firebase, PDF viewer and parser but they are not presented in this
figure. There is the detailed class diagram in appendix section.

Figure 34: Class Diagram (Simplified)
Each class in Figure 39 represents a view on application screen. These classes may
be included by different packages but there is a relationship between all of them.
This relationship between screen classes is shown in the figure above. Activity
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classes have independent usage and fragment classes are dependent to
CourseActivity class. They are displayed in CourseActivity class.
As mentioned above, there are some classes belongs to some libraries are not shown
in figure. One of these libraries is Firebase. Some of classes belong to Firebase
library are called in MainActivity. They provide database operations during sign in
and sign up operations. With this library, user information is saved on database and
the user information can be checked on sign in operation. Firebase classes are called
from every activity. In UserActivity, user information is pulled from database. In
additional course list, enrolled course list and latest news pulled from database via
Firebase library. Adding a new course to enrolled course list is also uses Firebase
classes to push the data to database. In CourseActivity, Firebase gives the related
data from database with the given course id. All fragment classes show this pulled
data on CourseActivity. PDF viewer library classes are used in CourseActivity to
display PDF filed pulled from database by Firebase.
4.5.5 Sequence Diagram
Sequence diagram shows the message interaction between system components of an
operation in an order [34]. It is an easy way to show message and data flow between
the system packages and operations. Figure 40 shows a simple sequence diagram of
sign up operation.
When user fills the registration form on sign up page and presses on Create New
Account button, at first, system checks if the required areas are empty or filled. Then,
system checks if the filled information is true or suits to structure. If the form passes
this check, system creates a student object and sets the fields of object with the
entered information. After the student object created, system creates a connection
with firebase and sends student object to the Firebase database. If student object is
inserted successfully into database, Firebase sends a success message to application.
When the application gets the success message from Firebase, it navigates user-touser page which means system makes the sign in operation automatically. After that,
application can access the user information in database. Figure 40 shows how this
operation works in the system when a sign-up action is triggered.
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Figure 35: Sequence Diagram (Successful registration)

4.6 Database
Google’s Firebase is a cloud database and it is used in this Project as database.
Firebase is a backend as a service (BaaS) system on Google Cloud Platform [36]. It
provides an easy implementation and operations for android projects. There are builtin methods for inserting data, updating data and pulling data.
4.6.1 Implementation of Firebase
To use Firebase, a Google account is needed. After logging in to Firebase system,
system asks the package name of the android project, which will use Firebase. After
this step, system gives a configuration file. This file must be placed in project file
directory.

Figure 36: Database of Atılım University Mobile Learning Portal
Firebase keeps the data of this project in a database named mlearning-da274 as seen
in Figure 4.. Below the database name, there are tables such as Courses, LatestNews,
Lecturers and Students.
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Courses Table: This table keeps the course data and this table is primarily used by
Course Info page in application. Also, this table is used in enrolled course list.

Figure 37: Courses table
Enrolled course list uses courseCode and courseName fields to display the courses.
In course info page, courseInfo field is used which contains all the information about
the course such as grade list, homework, pre-course, schedule, links and syllabus.
LatestNews Table: All the news is kept in this table. This table is used by latest
news list to display news in user home page. Latest news list is ordered by sent date.

Figure 38: LatestNews table
Latest news is also used as notification. All warnings, notifications and news are in
this

table.

LatestNews

table

holds

courseId,

createdDate,

description,

isGroupMessage and title fields. Course ID defines the relationship between course
and notification. If courseID field is null, it is not related with a course. If courseId
field is not null, it means that the notification is about a course. Description field
holds the message of notification. isGroupMessage boolean field means if this
notification is related with all students or only one specific student.
Lecturers Table: This table keeps lecturer objects. It is used by sending mail action
and displaying lecturer information.
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Figure 39: Lecturers table
As seen above, there are three fields such as idNo, mail and name. ID field holds the
unique ID of lecturer object, which provides exact result on searching. Mail field
holds the e-mail address of lecturer to send e-mail.
Students Table: Students table keeps the student typed objects. Student object holds
student information and course list. Every time student adds or removes a course, this
list is updated and holds the recent courses.

Figure 40: Students table
Student object contains seven fields such as courseList, department, faculty, idNo,
name, password and registrationYear. In this table, idNo is primary key, which is
unique, and provides an exact search result for this table.
4.6.2 Interaction with Firebase
Android uses Firebase as a library. So, there are some classes and methods to insert,
update and get operations.
When operating and insert or update action, the related table value must be set in the
related table. For example, Student table is child of the database and when you want
to add a new student to this table, the new student must be set as the new child value
of this table.
At first, a reference of database must be used:
DatabaseReference mDatabase = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().getReference;
The method to insert an new object or update an exist object is:
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mDatabase.child("Students").child(“150501001”).setValue(student);
If there is not a student object in Students class with id “150501001”, this student
object is added to the database. If there is a student object with this ID, the existing
student object is updated with the new object value.
To get values from database, a listener must be added to child table of database with
“addListenerForSingleValueEvent” method.
4.7 User Interface Design
To optimize the user experience, to increase the usability and to satisfy the requirements,
Material Design principles [22] are followed while designing the user interface in this
project. This section explains the user interface design phase.

4.7.1 Layout Structure
This project is developed for android-based tablets, which have large screens. So,
smaller screens may need some scroll layouts to display all content. There are four
different screens and four different layout structures are designed to create screens
with high usability to handle these different screens. This project uses landscape
orientation as default orientation and this orientation does not change even if the
device is turned to portrait orientation. As the most of tablets are designed, landscape
orientation is more useful orientation than portrait orientation to get a wide usage
area in applications. For example, in this project, course page has navigation buttons
on left side and the content is displayed on the right side when any button is pressed.
Landscape orientation provides that the navigation and content can be displayed on
the same page together.
4.7.2 Colors, Icons and Theme
When we talk about user experience, we must understand how brain works which
interacts with psychology and cognitive science. On this point, brain is manipulated
by colors and colors effect the decisions [37].
Four different colors are primarily used in this project such as green, blue, orange
and purple with light and dark shades. Also, some kind of grey shades are used for
lines, texts and icons to create contrast. In additional, red color is used for warnings,
which is accepted as warning color universally in the world [38].
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Figure 41: Color palette
Simple mobile-friendly icons are used in this project. There are not many icons, only
add and refresh icons are used in user page.

Figure 42: Icons
Application logo is inspired by university logo and it is custom design. There are two
logo designs for two different backgrounds; white and orange combination for purple
background and purple and orange combination for white background. Purple and
orange combination design is used in application. White and orange combination is
designed as application launcher icon with purple background as seen in Figure 4.24.
Launcher icon is designed according to material design principles. Size and shape fit
with material design principles and there is a 45-degree shadow, which is also
defined in material design principles [39].

Figure 43: Application logo and launcher icon
The same theme is used in everywhere in this project which has the purple color as
the primary color. Page buttons have colored background and dialog buttons are
simple and flat purple. Purple toolbar is placed on every page, which contains page
title and back button if needed. Material design has card view as a holder with a
shadow to keep similar items together or single object with information. Card view is
not used in this project because it is not works in harmony with tether items. So, to
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differentiate the container area, grey colored backgrounds are used. Example, in the
user page, background of page is white but Enrolled Courses area and Latest News
area have grey colored background and this different color combination makes the
bounds can be seen clearly when user looks to the whole page.

Figure 44: Application theme
4.7.3 Alert Dialogs and Feedbacks
Alert dialogs are designed as pop-ups to show user the progress, warnings and
moreover forms. In this project, alert dialogs are used for warnings. For example,
when user adds a course to enrolled course list or removes a course from enrolled
course list, a warning dialog appears. Usually, this kind of alert dialogs contains a
warning title, a warning message and two buttons to continue the action or cancel the
action.
To give feedback to the user, Android’s toast message is used in this project. A small
pop-up message is shown after an operation is completed says the operation is
completed successfully or is shown after an abandoned operation is tried to be run
such as passing a form with empty required areas or some agreement is not accepted.
4.8 Libraries and Tools
This project is developed with Android Studio Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) which is developed by Google as an official IDE by using Java programming
language. It has its own ready-to-use libraries with its Software Development
Kit(SDK) but also the third-party libraries can be used in projects. Android Studio
uses Gradle to implement libraries with a line of code as seen in figure below.
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Figure 45: Implementation of libraries (module level of Gradle)
An Android application usually runs on different devices with different APIs. API
defines the level of Android platform [40]. Android Support Library provides to
create the same features for newer APIs and the older APIs but also there are a few
distinct uses such as [41]:
•

Backward Compatibility for newer APIs

•

Convenience and Helper Classes

•

Debugging, Testing and Utilities

Butter Knife library is developed by Jake Wharton, which provides an easy
implementation of user interface elements in Java code. By using annotations with
ID of a view, it casts automatically views in layouts [42]. Butter Knife makes the
Java code more organized with less code and makes it more readable.
Firebase is a cloud database library, which is developed and supported by Google
[43]. In this project, all tables are kept in Firebase cloud. Firebase provides an easy
communication to pull or push the data as mentioned in section 4.6.2 before.
Parceler library, which is developed by John Ericksen, is a code generation library. It
serializes Java objects between context [44]. By this library, it is easy to pass Java
objects from one context to another with a simple line of code.
Android PDF View library, which is developed by Joan Zapata, is used for
displaying PDF files in application without any third-party PDF viewer application
[45]. It is used in course page to display PDF files about the course.
TimesSquare library is developed by Square Inc. and this library supports a flexible
and easy-to-use calendar in application [46]. It provides user to pick a single date in
calendar view in Android application.
Realm is a database for mobile devices such as smart phones, wearable devices and
tablets [47]. It supports many programming languages including Java. In this project,
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some of user information and some of system information are kept in mobile
database provided by Realm structure.
4.9 UI Implementation
This section explains how user interface design is implemented to the system with
layouts and layout objects.
4.9.1 Layout Design
In Android, XML language is used for implementing the user interface and its
elements easily. Each XML file declares a user interface that contains layouts and
these layouts defines visual structure of application [48]. All of these XML files must
be placed under a directory named res/layout to work properly in application.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
xmlns:app="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto"
android:id="@+id/linearLayoutItemHolder"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:orientation="horizontal"
android:padding="15dp">
<TextView
android:id="@+id/textViewCourseTitle"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:layout_marginLeft="25dp"
android:text="Title"
android:textSize="22dp" />
<ImageView
android:id="@+id/imageViewDelete"
android:layout_width="20dp"
android:layout_height="20dp"
android:layout_gravity="center_vertical"
app:srcCompat="@drawable/delete2" />
</LinearLayout>

Table 7: Simple Layout Structure
Each XML layout file must contain one root element. It could be LinearLayout,
RelativeLayout etc. As seen in Listing 4.1, LinearLayout is used as root layout. All
the other layouts or user interface elements must be placed inside the root element as
child elements. This layout is created to be used as a list item. So, there is no need to
be added ScrollView in it, which provides a scrollable view for vertical long content
in a page. Width and height define the dimension of layout. “match_parent” means
size of element is equal to the size of parent element. “wrap_content” means size is
equal to vertical or horizontal total size of child elements. Orientation defines the
direction of placement order in layout for child elements. Gravity value makes the
child elements placed on right, left, top or bottom side of parent layout or makes the
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child elements placed at the center, center vertical or center horizontal of parent
layout. As seen in ImageView element, use “@drawable/delete2” means delete2 file
in drawable directory in project.
4.9.2 Layout Objects
To show a image, a text or to show an action such as multiple selection items, single
selection items, there are some layout objects in Android Studio. As seen in Listing
6.2 below, all layout objects used in this project ate listed in a single list.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
xmlns:app="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto"
android:id="@+id/linearLayoutItemHolder"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:gravity="right"
android:orientation="horizontal"
android:padding="15dp">
<TextView
android:id="@+id/textViewCourseTitle"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:layout_marginLeft="25dp"
android:text="Title"
android:textSize="22dp" />
<ImageView
android:id="@+id/imageViewDelete"
android:layout_width="20dp"
android:layout_height="20dp"
android:layout_gravity="center_vertical"
app:srcCompat="@drawable/delete2" />
<Button
android:id="@+id/buttonSendMail"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:background="@color/primary_blue"
android:text="@string/send_mail"
android:textColor="@color/primary_white"
android:textSize="18dp" />
<WebView
android:id="@+id/webViewLinks"
android:layout_width="480dp"
android:layout_height="320dp" />
<ListView
android:id="@+id/listViewEnrolledCourses"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="match_parent" />
<EditText
android:id="@+id/editTextUserId"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:hint="@string/user_id"
android:inputType="number"
android:textColor="@color/primary_dark_grey" />
<Spinner
android:id="@+id/spinnerFaculty"
android:layout_width="200dp"
android:layout_height="wrap_content" />
</LinearLayout>

Table 8: One sample of each layout object used in layouts
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Every layout object has different specifications and usage in user interface
organization. Table 4.5 explains how to use these objects and what are their
specifications.
Object
TextView

Description
It is a user interface element to display text to the user.

ImageView All image files are displayed with ImageView element by declaring
image source in Android system.
Button

This user interface element provides a button that user can click for an
action.

WebView

WebView can be used for displaying web elements with an URL.

ListView

ListView is used for listing same typed elements in user interface. The
listing element can be a simple TextView or a complex layout.

EditText

This is an editable text input element.

Spinner

Spinner is a drop-down listing element.
Table 9: Description of layout elements

4.10 Main Methods of Activities and Fragments
Activities and fragments are used in projects as pages. Activities are used for
different pages and fragments are used for different section in same pages such as
navigation displays in course detail page. There are some override methods for both
activity and fragment. These methods are run automatically when the system
triggers them in application life cycle. So, they are not needed to be called
specifically from anywhere in project code (classes and methods).
•

onCreate(): This method is called at the very first phase of modules when an
activity is created. Whenever a new instance of an activity is created, this
method is called at first. In this method, layout of class is initialized in
activities.

For

example,

in

UserActivity,

layout

is

initialized

by

activity_user.xml XML file with “setContentView(R.layout.activity_user);”
method.
•

onCreateView():This method is called at the very first phase of modules
when a fragment is created. Whenever a new instance of an fragment is
created, this method is called at first. In this method, layout of class is
initialized in fragments. A view is created and returned by this method to
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display layout on screen. For example, in HomeworkFragment, layout is
initialized by creating and returning the view of fragment_homework.xml
XML file with “inflater.inflate(R.layout.fragment_homework, container,
false);”.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION, FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

This chapter summarizes the work done in this study with discussion, future work
and conclusion.
5.1 Discussion
Wireless technology and Internet network improvements introduce people with a
new way of learning. Through this way, these improvements encourage people to
employ mobile learning applications, which provide anytime and anywhere learning
with their own mobile devices [62].
According to Seong’s research [63], there are three usability evaluation categories
for a mobile learning application: the interaction, the interface design and the user
interface. Another research [64], which references Seong’s research, remarks a key
point; designing and developing mobile learning applications reveals that students’
expectations are more than usability. They desire efficient, satisfying and effective
application. At this point, it becomes very important to get what do users want
exactly and how do they want to specifications be.
A research mentions that user-friendly navigation is very important in an application
[65]. The same research remarks that navigation must be provided by a clear path
through the application. The mobile application developed in this study has less page
count and a clear navigation between pages by standard buttons and toolbar buttons.
Most of m-learning applications for higher education in market try to focus on
multiple topics [66]. Also, Atılım University Mobile Learning Portal application
focuses on multiple topics as learning content. According to interviews made with
higher education students, they want to access multiple topics –all related topics if
possible- in single one application. In additional, using cutting-edge technologies
makes this application more reliable and useful rather than most of the other MLearning applications. Another plus for this application is that the content and the
system are developed with real-life users and according to their requirements. This is
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not a product that created and served for customers’ desires. This application is
developed with users’ desires entirely and tested and evaluated by them.
As the other applications, which are developed with User-Centered Design process,
users are in the center of design. By following the Design-Based Research
methodology, several interviews were made with all users to reveal the requirements
in the right way. After all development and test phases done, users evaluated
usability of system by System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire.
Using User-Centered Design process during development shows that UCD provides
high SUS score when the average 68 [54] is considered – SUS score is over 90 for
this project. This is the benefit of UCD. Interacting step by step with users makes the
project satisfying for users.
Designing an application -whether mobile or not- needs a guidance of design
principle to get close to successful user experience. For example, Microsoft
announced Fluent Design [56] recently. As mobile applications, iOS applications use
Human Interface Guidelines alike Flat Design [57] and Android applications follow
Material Design principles [58]. Using wrong design principles effects user
experience negatively. For example, iOS users does not expect left side menu or float
action button in applications. Instead of left side menu, they expect bottom tabs. On
the other hand, side tab buttons are not used in Android applications because there
are some other buttons at bottom in android devices and users may press them
accidentally while they want to press bottom tab buttons. Another example is back
button. iOS devices have no back button which means iOS applications must have
back button for navigation.
As the analysis of SUS evaluation, users are satisfied from the application developed
in this study. The lowest scored statement, “I found the various functions in this
system were well integrated”, has 3,3 mean score over 4. Weakness of unit testing
and system testing causes this low score. While users testing thee application, some
network errors were occurred. The highest scored statement, “I found the system
very cumbersome to use”, has 3,9 mean score over 4. This high score means that
there is a good interaction between user and system. In additional, this score means
that the system performs the actions in high quality.
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5.2 Future Work
There are many ways to improve the current project to make better considering
UCD. The point is every recommendation for this development process cannot be
implemented in a single step. Therefore, it can be implemented in several sub-steps
in order to flow of the project. For example, number of users can be increased to
gather requirements widely or users can be selected from different universities from
different cities and different countries. In additional, this project can be developed as
an iOS application to serve more students. In this case, different design principles
should be considered because Android design principles are different then iOS
design principles. Also, device restrictions, libraries and application architecture
would be different in iOS development.
The application developed in this study is the part of mobile side of a learning
system. This system may need web side and server side to work perfectly. These
platforms may provide the content of the system to feed included information. In
additional, these platforms can make easier to create new contents and to edit the
existing content.
5.3 Conclusion
This study relied on a UCD principles for m-learning application development. All
development life cycle was grounded on the UCD principle centered on UX and UI
usability.
SUS report indicated that the application is easy to use and provides the essential
learning materials for higher education system. Users are particularly satisfied,
because all specifications are accessible at anytime and anywhere. In additional,
UCD for m-learning application helped to develop a mobile learning adaptive,
context aware, interactive and easy to use application. SUS score show that these
features in mobile learning application provide positive user experience for test
users.
In this study, the goals were to study mobile learning theories, user-centered design
principles, usability of a system, mobile application design patterns, mobile
application problems and providing solutions for mobile development problems. At
the end, the main goal is to implement user-centered design to a mobile learning
application on Android operating systems, which has a user-friendly interface and
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focuses on user experience, and to evaluate usability of this application. All the goals
are accomplished; theories and principles were studied in Chapter 2 and evaluation
and implementation were made in Chapter 4.
At the beginning of user-centered design implementation in this study, ten higher
education students are selected to gather requirements, interviews and evaluation of
the system. These students are selected from computer engineering, software
engineering and psychology departments of different universities.
The achieve of developing an application with user-centered design is to interact
with users about what they need and which properties do users want to see in the
application. All users’ requirements were gathered but some requirements were
against to another such as “System should work offline” and “User should send
direct message to another user”. There is not such a case like satisfy both
requirements because if user can send direct message, system must be online. On the
other hand, if system can work offline, user cannot connect to database. At this time,
one of the requirements must be eliminated which affects more requirements than the
other.
A session includes ten cycles of requirement interview, design, output and review
interview with ten users. There are three sessions in this study, which were made
with the same ten students. Each session improved the project with some editing and
adding properties. At the end of final implementation, which is completed in session
three, all users were satisfied about their requirements and the entire project. After
session three, all users were asked to fill a survey form about system usability scale.
As mentioned in section 4.3, system usability score is calculated as 90.25 over 100.
This score is above the average score, 68. Thus, in order to users’ recommendations
and reviews, user-centered design is implemented successfully to an Android OS
based m-learning application.
Throughout the study, usability, efficiency, clarity, simplicity and using the latest
technologies and theories were prioritized in order to develop a mobile application
that could match all requirements, satisfy users and be appropriate for design
principles.
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Not only the study content but also the project life cycle was one of the important
things in this thesis. A real-world project was analyzed, designed and implemented
from the beginning to the end.
The literature review included in this study presents that there are several existing
ways to implement user-centered design (UCD) to a mobile application with mobile
design principles and strategies. The proposal presented in this study is one of these
ways to develop a mobile application with user-centered design. This proposal is the
most suitable way to develop current project.
There are two main subjects as mentioned before in this study to discuss: MLearning and User Centered Design. It is possible to discuss them by individually
and according to system usability. Both aims to meet user requirements and satisfy
them.
Developing a mobile application is different from developing the other applications
such as web application or desktop application. There are two main restrictions:
screen size and performance. There should not be complex pages on a mobile
application such as long form inputs, large images and dozens of pages. It should be
simple and useful. Also, users want quick response time. It is not important that
application runs online or offline, I should response quickly.
Applying user-centered design to an Android application means that to understand
what users want from the application. Users use the application frequently if the
application satisfies their needs with minimum error and maximum performance.
This can be only if users’ needs are taken attention in project requirements and life
cycle. This is what big companies do today for their flagship products. Some studies
result that 15% of IT projects are abandoned and 50% of programmers edit or do
again what did they do before in the project by changing requirements [55].
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